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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Kentucky Derby 2001 

 
Quick synopsis of 2000 Kentucky Derby first.  Last year the delighted public selectors and touts, some of whom 
charged $25 and up to pick the chalk, predicted Fusaichi Pegasus would win in near unanimity.  Pundits were 
gloating after the favorite finally won the Run for the Roses for the first time in 20 years.  Immediately the ex-
perts were predicting an easy Triple Crown sweep.  But Pegasus lost the Preakness decisively and was a big dis-
appointment at low odds in the Breeders Cup Classic later in the year when facing older horses.  His career then 
ended abruptly and he retires with a whimper, not a bang in terms of his efforts.  And that is typical of many 
Derby winners since 1980 – a flash in the pan.   
 
This year there is a similar hot favorite, the Santa Anita Derby winner Point Given.  All the articles and news 
reports I have read proclaim that he should not only win the Derby, but easily take the Triple Crown as well.  A 
Triple Crown champion would be a major boost for the sport of thoroughbred racing.  I’m personally rooting for 
that outcome, but I would wager against it happening – especially if the horse makes it to the Belmont and the 
odds are very low on him.          
 
Here are some thoughts about the Kentucky Derby this year  
 
• Bad things can happen to good horses.  Especially in a crowded field of 17 unpredictable 3yr-olds.  The 

Derby is a rough race to negotiate, and the lucky horse that gets the perfect trip often wins despite his cre-
dentials.  There is nothing we can do to predict potential trouble.  That is why it has paid well in the past to 
spread out the wagering on the Derby and never get sucked into heavy-betting on horses below 4/1.  

 
• While the post-time favorite has won the Derby just once since 1979, the 2nd favorite has won seven times in 

that period.  This year Point Given is the obvious and deserving public choice.  Many consider him more 
dominant than Fusaichi Pegasus was last year – especially since he is trained by Bob Baffert, a man seem-
ingly blessed with Kentucky Derby and Preakness luck (yet snake bit in the Belmont).  It appears that Point 
Given’s light race record this year is due to Baffert attempting the Triple Crown in it’s entirety – rather than 
just focusing on the Derby.  Then who is the likely 2nd choice in the wagering?  Perhaps the other Baffert 
entrant, Congaree who was impressive in the Wood Memorial and has been training well at Churchill.  Baf-
fert has an interesting habit of winning with his higher odds horse when he enters two in the same race.    

 
• As rare as favorites are at winning the Run for the Roses in recent decades, front running victories are also 

few and far between in the history of the race.  Winning Colors (filly) was the last to do it in 1988.  This 
year’s race sets up as having a solid early pace with Arkansas Derby winner Balto Star, a gelding, likely to 
set an honest pace.  Can he go wire to wire under the tough conditions of the 1 1/4 mile Churchill Downs 
oval?  If he is a fair price (10/1 or more) he would be worth a bet.  I doubt the odds will be that good.  And 
if Lexington Stakes front running winner Keats gets in the race, then the early fractions may be torrid.  
While every jockey is aware that going too fast in the first quarter mile of the race is suicide, it is often un-
avoidable because of the pressure in an overflow field to secure position before the club house turn.  The 
last two wire-to-wire winners, Winning Colors and Spend A Buck, were able to get clear early leads without 
pressure in the first half mile.       

 
• What about a longshot angle using one of the software programs?  Run the IMPACT program to find horses 

with solid middle and late speed.  Add up the Attack (Att) + Resistance (Res) ratings and tune into price 
horses with competitive numbers.  HTR’s sustained pace (SP) ranking has been excellent for many years at 
picking the Derby winner and dozens of trifecta finishers.  With Bob Baffert’s duo gaining most of the at-
tention this year, there are sure to be several quality overlays in the field.   
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Kentucky Derby…..continued 
 

Now for another viewpoint - Tom Walters emailed me some interesting news and views on this year’s Derby 
during the final week of preparation as he watches it from ground zero in Kentucky ----- 
 
Congaree is working better than Point Given.  Baffert is so spooky right now (good reason), trying to 
be very careful with Point Given, afraid he will run off or someone else will run into him. The problem 
is there is too much of everything at CD this week.  Reporters, security, owners, anyone with a horse, 
knows a horse, knows someone who knows someone with a horse, are trying to get to the backside in 
the AM this week.  Several years ago Forty-Niner got away 2 days before the Derby. 
 
Longshot??  How about Balto Star?  He's the unknown.  I may put some money on him.  There are a 
lot of good looking horses this year.  Think about the track.  KY is having a drought right now and the 
tracks are dry and hard as a bone.  The speed bias at Keeneland was due to the dry track.  We had a 
little rain last week and for about 2 days the track immediately evened out. I think the track will be fa-
voring the horses that get good early position -- Point Given, Balto Star, Millenium Wind, and Con-
garee.  Jon Ward may have a card in this race.  Monarchos worked big this AM with plenty left.  
Don't forget the talented Hero's Tribute.  If we get a rain, look out.  The talk here is Dollar Bill. 
 
Express Tour.  He had a really nice work this AM.  He is from Godophin Stable who the Arabs are 
now saying this is their best chance to date to win the big one.  I bought an early derby ticket about a 
month ago (then forgot about it).  Maybe an exacta or trifecta box keying Baffert and the Arabs.  With 
no entries this year, 5 or even 6 horse boxes might pay very well.  Another big price horse will be 
Keats.  He ran very well winning the Lexington Stakes last out at Keeneland.        -----TomCat May 1, 
2001 
 
TomCat brings up a major point about this year’s Derby exotics.  Churchill has announced that there will be no 
coupled horses this time.  All runners will go as separate betting interests, there will apparently be no mutuel 
field either.  This should stimulate the wagering considerably and is likely to produce some huge exotic payoffs.  
I have never seen a toteboard with more than 14 slots on it, so if 17 distinct runners go in the Derby, it will be a 
very interesting precedent they are setting.  Perhaps Churchill has learned something from the successful Aus-
tralian and European racetracks that deploy large tote fields.    
 
Trifecta Strategy – With this added wrinkle of all separate betting interests, the trifecta will be very compli-
cated this year - but the payoff may justify the difficulty.  Putting the chalk on the ticket should not hurt the 
price if there are 17 separate horses to combine.  As the field size rises, so does the average payoff in the 
trifecta.  A 17-horse field costs $4080 to box entirely, compare that with a 12 horse that takes just $1320 to 
cover every combination.  The additional 5 five horses raises the number of trifecta combinations by over 300%.   
 
Most of the tourists playing the trifecta will be boxing four horses, creating a lottery ticket for themselves.  But 
clever part-wheel strategies won’t necessarily work either.  Even if the winner is selected on top, the trifecta 
player will have to spread deeper than usual to catch the other two slots.  And then there is the superfecta.  To 
box all 17 runners would cost $57,120.  The superfecta pools have not been particularly large in the past on 
Derby Day, so it is possible that no one will have the correct combination if a longshot wins the race.   
 
To hit the trifecta or superfecta this year, players may have to be very generous with the bankroll or get very 
lucky.  The best strategy is probably to make a logical guess at the winner and single him on top.  Then spread 
deeply in the other sections of the ticket.  Or back a key late-runner and hope he will hit the board at a price.  
Perhaps singling the horse in the place or show slot and spreading the win.  My choice for the key horse would 
be Monarchos as he is the type of late runner that often plods into the top three. 
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Book Review –Seabiscuit – An American Legend 

 
Incredible – a book about horse racing has made the #1 spot on the NY Times bestseller list.  Seabiscuit – An 
American Legend was written by Laura Hillenbrand.  If you are a horseplayer you will love this book.  Most 
thoroughbred bettors are not big on the history of the sport.  But this true story and the author’s masterful prose 
transcend anything that has been written about thoroughbred racing before.  Take my word for it and read it – 
the book is about rags to riches and personal discovery and incredible courage and much more.  You won’t be 
able to put it down.    
 
The story of Seabiscuit is not just about a champion racehorse, it is also the chronicle of the people that were 
part of his legend - the owner, trainer and jockey.  All are remarkable characters with individual highs and lows 
in their lives and how a poor, wasted, over-raced $4000 horse racing during the great depression changed them 
forever.  The trainer Tom Smith, who was really the original horse whisperer, was a man ahead of his time in 
the training game.  He is the most interesting character in the book for me.   
 
We can learn a great deal from the people who loved and raced Seabiscuit – that life is a roller coaster ride with-
out a defined ending.  Seabiscuit is being made into a motion picture for release in 2002.   
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News for HTR Users 
Export Utility Update 

 
After several months of piecing together and juggling code for an export utility upgrade to HTR4MSA, I came to 
a crossroads in continuing with the DOS version.  The many suggestions from users during the last four months 
along with numerous other items that were to be added proved too burdensome for Visual Basic for DOS and 
overwhelmed the limits imposed by MS-DOS itself.  A major expansion of the data utility just cannot be accom-
plished under a DOS environment.   
 
As I have mentioned in previous newsletters, the Windows version of HTR is going well and will be introduced 
at the seminar in June.  An export function can easily be built right into the new application and there is a nearly 
unlimited amount of material than can be extracted and exported in the Windows platform (as long as the RAM 
level is sufficient).   
 
At some point the transition to Windows had to be accomplished anyway.  I would rather spend the energy and 
time working on the Windows update than remaking the DOS version which will become extinct soon after 
completion.  The coding of an export utility is the most tedious and time consuming of all programming chores.  
Each and every item must be checked and verified with data from the standard programs and then meticulously 
verified in the output with the field locations.  The more data fields that are exported, the more arduous the task 
of quality control.   Perfection in the output is not a lofty dream, it is an absolute necessity or the users will get 
erroneous results.       
 
The current DOS exports from HTR4MSA and IMPACT software are fully functional and are completely up to 
date with most of the data.  They are also 99.9% bug free which is an amazing accomplishment for this type of 
material in a DOS environment with heavy file transactions.  Continue your research with those programs while 
the new updates are in progress.  I’ll have more information for you at the seminar and in this newsletter. 
 
If you have suggestions for an item to include in the Windows export, please email me.  My “export upgrade” 
folder is full of ideas from users that I have received since the first of the year.  Keep them coming – it can’t hurt 
to ask.   With over 300 different items requested though, many cuts from the wish lists will have to be made.  An 
export utility has to be practical and user-friendly as well as providing sufficient data to test for all users. 
 
Many suggestions for calculated information will not be included in the new export – such as computing the 
highs and lows or averages from various data items.  MS-Access and its sister application, VBA provide all the 
tools needed to compute the infinite potential combinations on each data field.  For example, I can export the 
trainer’s win% for each horse in a race.  But deriving and exporting the high, low, average or range of those 
trainer percentages in each race field is overkill when very few users need that information.  An exported file 
needs to be practical in size and scope and not overwhelming to the majority that use it.  Data that seems bril-
liant and necessary to one person, may be worthless and mere clutter to most others.  On the other hand, a re-
searcher that has learned to program the database will be able to crunch numbers on any additional information 
desired – the sky is the limit – and no one else will know anything about it.  
 
Starting on page 6 here is an example of how programming the database can make a difference in research.  The 
subject is 3-year-olds vs. older, but the investigation goes much further than just testing them all in one mass 
study based on extracting the age of the horse.  Various categories are distinctly queried 
(class/distance/surface/sex) but I also programmed the database to siphon out specific scenarios – such as locat-
ing races where just a single 3-year-old is facing older company; or filtering races in which the majority of 
horses in the field are a certain age.   This programmed information could not rationally be included in an export 
file – it requires the user to take the extra step on the learning curve.  The few brave handicappers that do it that 
will reap the benefits – just ask Tommy Castillo! 
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Systems and Angles 
3yr Olds vs. Older  

 
One of the more popular conventional wisdom axioms about thoroughbred racing is that one should never bet a 
3-year-old versus older horses.  This rule of thumb has existed since the 19th century and may be almost as 
popular as never bet a filly versus the boys (we’ll test that one in a minute).  In any case it is never prudent to 
accept any hypothesis in this game without running some large scale tests on real races to prove it right or 
wrong.    
 
It is late April as I write this and we are just beginning to see the three year olds start to assimilate into races 
written for “3 year olds and up”.  In the first quarter of the year, most sophomores are facing their own age 
group in races carded for 3yr only.  This is because physically they are still immature and developing.  Devel-
opment is most rapid during the first half of the 3-year-old year.  By the fall, most 3yr’s are deemed capable 
enough to fit in with open age groups.  But that doesn’t mean handicappers shouldn’t pay attention to age as a 
factor all year.  
 
So how can we statistically validate the issue of 3yr old performance against older horses?  Careful filters and 
test categories needed to be implemented so the results are not out of kilter.  Impact values must be used to de-
termine if the win% is better or worse than expected based on the actual percentage of 3yr entered in these races 
(population study).  Here are some of the problems encountered ------> 
 
• If all races with the conditions 3up are tested, won’t the results be distorted by the high number races in 

which not a single 3yr old is entered? 
• Some races for 3up are filled by a majority of 3-year-old runners, and a few had 100% 3yr’s.  Those races 

would also bias the data if included because they are not facing older opposition. 
• There are dozens of class/sex/distance and surface issues regarding 3yr horses.  Categories needed to be well 

separated to help in understanding the impact of the 3-year-olds on various types of races and how the pub-
lic bets them.   

 
To raise the confidence level with the data I stipulated the following guidelines before running the database ---- 
 
1. Limit the test to races in which more than half the field was comprised of older horses and there was one or 

more 3-year-olds entered.  For example, in a field of 9, at least 5 of the entrants had to be age 4 or more be-
fore the race was selected for testing. 

2. Separate by male/female in all cases. 
3. Separate by class levels. 
4. Separate by distance/surface.  
 
For the mathematically inclined – impact value review 
 
Impact value (i.v.) is a very important statistical tool when testing racing data in which the tested item may oc-
cur more frequently than once per race.  The win% alone will not tell the tale if there are multiple qualifiers per 
race.  Impact value is a measure of actual win rate divided by expected win percent.  The expected win percent-
age is computed by measuring the percentage of qualifiers in the total population. 
 
Example:  Suppose we are testing 100 races for first time lasix.  Some of these races contain no lasix horses, 
others have 1, 2, 3 or more horses entered with first lasix.  The expected win percentage for the first time lasix 
group is the same as their percentage in the total population.  Let’s pretend these 100 races contained exactly 
1000 horses (average field size = 10 horses per race), and that 50 horses in the group of 1000 were getting first 
time lasix.  Thus 50 / 1000 = 5% of the population is getting lasix first time.  Our expected win rate is therefore 
5%.   But if they were to win 10% of the races (10 of the 100 races), then the impact value = 10% / 5% = 2.00.  
Any impact value above 1.50 is good, above 2.00 is excellent and indicates strong tendency for that factor to be 
productive.  An impact value of 1.00 is average and a normal occurrence and there is no statistical bias either 
negative or positive.  
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Advanced Handicapping 
3yr Olds vs. Older –Test Results 

 
Performance of 3 year olds when entered in race containing a majority of older horses 
 

Win% - the percentage of winners from that group.  
 

I.V. - impact value of the winners. 
 

ROI - bet $1 on each qualifying horse.  Return on investment of 1.00 indicates the wagers broke even.  An 
ROI of .80 indicates the factor loses the same as the track takeout, or random betting.  
 

Test data = approximately 12,000 qualifying races were found in a database from the years 2000-2001 
only.  An “n/a” below indicates that less than 300 test races were found in that category.  A qualifying race must 
contain a minimum of one 3-year-old and the field must contain a minimum of 51% older horses.   
 

Race Type                 Win%          I.V.        $ROI 
All 3-year-olds           12.7          1.05        0.73 
 

Dirt Sprint Male          12.0          1.00        0.68 
Dirt Sprint Filly         14.9          1.23        0.75 
 

Dirt Route Male           11.5          0.95        0.67 
Dirt Route Filly          13.7          1.14        0.91 
 

Turf Route Male           11.8          0.98        0.79 
Turf Route Filly          12.2          1.01        0.66 
 

Alw/Stakes Male           14.2          1.18        0.75 
Alw/Stakes Filly          17.0          1.41        0.91 
 

Claiming Male             10.3          0.86        0.67 
Claiming Filly            11.7          0.97        0.68 
 

Msw Male*                 08.8          0.73        0.61 
Msw Filly                 n/a 
 

Mcl Male                  11.7          0.97        0.71 
Mcl Filly                 15.0          1.24        0.83 
 

*limited data 
 

Analysis 
The win% is not a critical discussion item here because there are multiple 3-year-old entrants in many races.  
The win% reflects the percentage of time you would have cashed if you bet to win on each and every 3yr horse 
in these races – and sometimes that meant betting two or three horses in the same race.  The Impact Value (I.V.) 
is a far more indicative statistic.  It represents how well the 3yr runners did vs. expectation from the overall 
population of 3yr horses entered in these races.  In most of the categories the 3-year-olds produce a normal im-
pact value of around 1.00.  This tells us that these sophomores are holding their own in races with older runners.  
The I.V. numbers do suggest that fillies typically perform better than males when facing older horses.  The 
Alw/Stakes category for the females is the most potent item from the test.  
 
While the impact values suggest the 3-year-olds are not disadvantaged (nor do they have any real edge) when 
facing older, the ROI are terrible in nearly all cases.  This indicates that most of the winners are low priced and 
over-bet by the public.  If you make a habit of tossing out low odds 3-year-olds when they face older runners, 
then you have been making the right decision as a bettor. 
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Advanced Handicapping 
3yr Old vs. Older –Handicapping   

 
James Quinn’s has written many good books on thoroughbred handicapping.  The best is The Handicappers 
Condition Book – which is recently in reprint (the original was written about two decades ago).  Quinn is par-
ticularly interested in 3-year-olds.  He offers intelligent analysis of why 3-year-olds should excel in some class 
levels versus older (nw1 for example) and promotes situations where the 3yr may be disadvantaged (claimers).  
If you haven’t read this book, it is well worth the purchase price and I recommend it strongly, but keep an open 
mind ---------- 
 
As is true with most handicapping authors, Quinn leaves us with exciting ideas based on his own experiences 
and years of observation – primarily from the southern California circuit.  But there are no hard facts to back up 
the observations – not a single sample of data to validate any of his points.  In the original Handicappers Condi-
tion Book, Quinn strongly encourages the reader to bet 3-year-olds in lower level allowance races and maiden 
claimers, when faced off with a field of older runners.  His premise was that the older runners are chronic losers 
if still stuck in that company and the 3-year-old is still fresh and developing and not a habitual loser.  But he did 
not publish statistics to document this sensible theory. 
 
In recent years, Quinn has put a disclaimer on many ideas from his original book and argues that watered down 
thoroughbred quality and diminishing field size have largely taken the profits from many 3yr vs. older situa-
tions.  Kudos to him for changing his position in the face of a vanishing profits.  In the 1980’s there is no ques-
tion that good bets were available on quality 3’s in the nw1 and nw2 levels in SoCal.  I made a ton of money on 
them myself, but I honestly don’t know if it worked elsewhere.  And the angle certainly fell apart rapidly in the 
1990’s when field size and premium race conditions were shrinking.        
 
So how do we tackle the issue of 3-year-olds vs. older?  The data on the previous page is pretty firm endorse-
ment that sophomores are capable of winning their fair share of the 3up races, yet there is also strong evidence 
that they are not profitable as a group.  Let’s look again at the 3-year-olds, but this time separate those that are 
real contenders on paper and see what they do to our bankroll.    
 
The test samples below look at those 3-year-olds that are either the morning line favorite or ranked #1 in HTR 
average pace rating (A/P – paceline-5).  The same test parameters apply as on the previous page – the field had 
to consist of at least 51% older horses before it was accepted for testing. 
 

Performance of 3 year olds when entered in race containing a majority of older horses 
Race Category              Win%          I.V.        $ROI 
ML Favorite 3yr Male          27.6          2.27        0.73 
ML Favorite 3yr Filly         27.3          2.24        0.75 
 

#1 AP 3yr Male                21.3          1.75        0.73 
#1 AP 3yr Filly               18.0          1.48        0.70 

 
Analysis 
The win% and impact values for these categories are somewhat low as compared to a test that would include all 
horses.  Normal win percentage for ML favorites is about 31% and the win rate for #1 A/P from all races is 
around 26%.  So these 3-year-olds that look very competitive on paper do not perform up to snuff when racing 
against their elders. 
 
The anorexic ROI for these runners is unmistakable evidence that the public is over-betting these horses.  A high 
impact value (above 2.00), combined with an ROI that is nearly a 30% loss, reveals that the most of the winners 
in these categories are chalk and underlayed.  The public is clearly losing money on the 3-year-olds in open 
company and perhaps betting them without a second thought.  
 
Turn the page and we’ll give the 3-year-olds the acid test – facing the older runners by themselves.  
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Advanced Handicapping 
The Lone 3yr vs. Older 

 
Next we’ll check a more specific type of race that involves a single 3-year-old entered in a race against older 
horses.  The races selected for this test had all older horses in the field with the exception of just one 3-year-old.  
This should be very helpful at understanding how sophomore runners perform when faced with more mature 
opposition.  
 
Data: I was surprised to find more than 2,700 races that fit this scenario of a lone 3yr facing off against older 
– this means you will encounter this situation about 1 in every 20 of each 3up type race..  
 

Performance of a lone 3 year old when entered to race against older horses 
Race Category             Win%          I.V.        $ROI 
 

All lone 3-year-olds      13.5          1.04        0.66 
 

Dirt Sprint Male          14.5          1.12        0.58 
Dirt Sprint Filly         15.3          1.18        0.73 
 

Dirt Route Male           15.0          1.16        0.95 
Dirt Route Filly*         13.0          1.01        0.67 
 

Turf Route Male*          03.8          0.29        0.34 
Turf Route Filly*         14.5          1.12        0.85 
 

Alw/Stakes Male           17.1          1.32        0.78 
Alw/Stakes Filly          17.6          1.36        0.68 
 

Claiming Male             09.8          0.75        0.54 
Claiming Filly            11.4          0.88        0.65 
 

Mcl Male                  21.2          1.63        1.07 
Mcl Filly*                16.1          1.24        0.95 
 

ML Favorite 3yr Male      32.6          2.51        0.80 
ML Favorite 3yr Filly     27.4          2.12        0.59 
 

#1 A/P 3yr Male*          26.9          2.08        0.66 
#1 A/P 3yr Filly*         26.8          2.07        0.92 
 

* Limited data  (Msw data was also n/a here) 
 
Analysis 
When a lone 3-year-old is asked to take on a field of older horses, they are able to hold their own in terms of win 
rate.  The win% here can be taken at face value because there was one and only one 3yr horse tested per race.  
Most of the impact values are above 1.00, which tells us there is no negative correlation for these solo sopho-
mores when facing elders.   
 
Despite decent results in their ability to win against older horses, the lone 3-year-olds that do prevail typically 
return underlay mutuels.  The overall ROI results are low and lend more evidence to the fact that even when 
they beat older horses, the 3-year-old is generally not a good wager.  The exception seems to be the maiden 
claimers.  The data suggest positive things here including a profitable ROI for males.  The statistics lend cre-
dence to James Quinn’s point about the 3-year-old having an edge when facing chronic losing older horses in 
maiden claiming races. 
 
When these 3-year-olds are tagged as the morning line favorite, they perform right at the levels expected for all 
winners.  ROI suffers a bit though, most notably for the fillies.  This is additional proof that the public is ham-
mering these horses at the windows.  The sophomore betting favorites look good on paper and generally have 
excellent competitive form, so the public overlooks their age and wagers full throttle.   
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Systems and Angles 
Those Beloved Old Geldings 

 
I had the database setup this month to test age and sex, so I thought it might be fun to see how those old warriors 
– male geldings aged 8 and up perform in open company as a whole.   
 
Many of the same testing issues are present when examining the old guys as in the previous tests with 3-year-
olds.  Loads of cheap claiming races at minor tracks are filled with nothing but veteran old gladiators that are 
literally racing for their lives – a loss or two away from the dog food factory.  I skipped those sad events and 
stuck with races with at least 51% younger runners to ensure we could draw some conclusions about these sen-
ior geldings.     
 

Performance of males age 8 and up in open company 
Race Category             Win%          I.V.        $ROI 
 

All 8yr up                11.9          0.97        0.74 
 

Dirt sprint               11.8          0.97        0.75 
Dirt route                12.1          1.00        0.75 
Turf route*               10.1          0.83        0.72 
 

Alw.Stakes*               08.8          0.72        0.54 
Claiming                  12.2          1.00        0.76 
Maidens                    n/a 
 

ML Favorites              27.6          2.27        0.78 
#1 A/P                    21.3          1.75        0.73 
 

*limited data 
 
Analysis 
Most horseplayers love the grizzled geldings for their heart and courage.  They fight on despite the wounds of 
many battles and the years of pain competing in a very tough game that retires most by age six.  One of the dirty 
little secrets in this sport before the last decade was the inhumanity of (legal) euthanasia to the old geldings that 
could no longer compete.  They were not put out to pasture to enjoy their retirement – they were killed because 
their human connections had no further use for them.  Luckily there has been an awareness of this problem in 
the thoroughbred and greyhound racing communities in the past 10 years that has saved thousands of animal 
lives and found happy retirement homes for many. 
 
Having given my sermon about these gallant runners, they are not particularly good bets on paper.  The impact 
values are in the normal range, which means these horses win their fair share of races in which they are entered, 
but they do not produce profits as shown with the ROI.  Actually the ROI numbers for claiming races – the level 
where most of the old geldings compete - are within range of 0.80, the approximate expected rate of return for 
betting favorites to win.  In fact, when one of these runners is the morning line favorite, the ROI and win% are 
just a few points lower than for the normal racing population.  One aspect that was not studied here was field 
size.  Many of the cheap claiming races are filled with 10 or more entrants, thus making it tougher to win.     
 
As longshots the advice is different with these older runners.  I would not dismiss them at high odds, particularly 
if they have positive early speed and have had some time off lately to lick their wounds.  The fighting spirit is a 
big plus and money can be made on horses of any age that have proven they are tough when able to compete 
early in the race.  
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Systems and Angles 
Filly vs the Boys 

 
You don’t see a female runner entered against males very often any more.  Usually it happens in the very high-
est classes of racing, such as in the Breeders Cup, or the very lowest level claiming races where physical condi-
tion is more important than class, age or gender.  Because almost all tracks card plentiful numbers of races for 
the distaff runners, and the purse money is excellent, there is little incentive to run a female against the boys 
these days.  
 
I queried the database to find only races in which a female runner was entered in an open event, usually domi-
nated by males.  There weren’t too many, but below are the results. 
 

Performance of females when entered in open (male) company 
 

Race Category                   Win%          I.V.        $ROI 
 

All females in open races       08.2          0.68        0.43  
  

Dirt Sprint                     08.3          0.69        0.45 
Dirt Route                      07.5          0.63        0.59 
Turf Route                      11.1          0.92        0.44 
 

Alw/Stakes                      08.5          0.70        0.35 
Claiming                        06.2          0.52        0.36 
Msw                             12.6          1.05        0.68 
Mcl                             06.8          0.57        0.44 
 

ML Favorite*                    28.8          2.39        0.70 
 
Analysis 
Clearly the fillies and mares are at a serious disadvantage when facing males in open company.  Across the 
board there are weaknesses in impact value and ROI.  Even those that are ML favorites (very rare) do not return 
a fair dollar.     
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Late News 
 

HTR 2001 Seminar at the Stardust 
 

Been procrastinating about the seminar?  Don’t put off making plans much longer if you are coming in from 
anywhere besides Southern California or the Las Vegas area.  The airline situation is getting worse.  Below is 
the information you need to get setup and join us for a terrific weekend of fun and handicapping with HTR.  
Tommy Castillo is back at it after his huge win; he is in Las Vegas competing at the Hilton tournament during 
Derby week.  I have asked him to take questions at the seminar on Friday night and tell us all his tournament 
secrets – should be interesting!   
 
Date Time and Place  
Friday evening June 15 at 6pm; thru Sunday afternoon June 17.  Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas.   
 

Stardust Reservation phone 
1-800-634-6757 
 

Stardust Room Reservations code 
HTR-0601 give that number to the reservation clerk when calling – discount rooms are for HTR 
members and their friends and family only.  One reservation per member.  
 

Email or call Ken Massa 
Please let me know you are coming so we can prepare handout materials for you. 

 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 
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on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view 
the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download 
customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  Com-
ments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
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